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1. Introduction and result. Let us consider the Dirac operator

H %De + fl + q(x), x R D i
1=1

in the Hilbert space [L2(R3)] 4, where % and c4 fl are 4 x 4 Hermitian
constant matrices satisfying the anti-commutation property

%%+a%=28I (lj, kN4),
and q(x)is a continuous real valued function which decays at infinity,
where I is the unit 4 x 4 matrix. For a real number t, let L(RN) be the
weighted Hilbert space with the norm

f II, =
N
(1 + [X Ib’l f(X)I dx <

and let Xt be a the weighted Hilbert space defined by [LZt(R3)] 4
(,where we

use also the same notation II, as the norm), One can see by the limiting
absorption method under appropriate conditions on q(x) that

1
for any t > and any f Xt the strong limit of the resolveut

R(2 i0)f=s-- lim (H- is)- f inX_t

exists for any real 2 such that 2 1 (see, e. g., Yamada [6]).
For Sehr0dinger operators h + q(x) in there are also many

works on the limiting absorption method, which shows that

for any t and any f L () the strong limit of the resolvent

r(2 i0)f= s-lim (h-- 2 i)-x f inL_t()
+0

exists for any 2 O.
Let us dentote the operator norm o r(2 i0) (R(2 i0))as

bounded operator on L to Lt (on X to X_) by r(2 _+ 0)[],_ (J] R(2 _+ i

1
It is well known tat te operator norm r(2 i 0)}t,-t or each t

satisfies

or Sehr0dinger operators with a large class o potentials (see, e.g., Saito [3],
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[4]). This property is one of important tools in the spectral and scattering

theory of Schr0dinger equations (see, e.g., Ben-Artzi [1], Saito [5]).
Our aim in this paper is to, give an answer to Prof. Y. Saito’s problem of

Dirac operators;
whether the operator norm R(2 + i O)Ilt,-t decays as [21--* co or not.
Our result is the following
Proposition 1. Let us denote H and R(2 + i0) by Ho and Ro(2 + i O),

if q(x) O. Then, the operator norm ]1Ro(, +-- i O)IIt,-t does not decay as , [-*
1

co for any t > -.
The above proposition is a direct result of the following lemma, which

will be proved inthe next section.
1

Lemma 2. There exists a bounded sequence {fn} in X for any t > - such

that

1) lim ( (Ro (n + i O) f) (x), f (x)) dx O,

where ( ) denotes the usual inner product in C.
We remark here that the similar sequence to {fn} in Lemma 2 can be

constructed, when "n " is replaced by "n ".
Proof of Proposition 1. Assume that

Ro( i 0)I[,_ 0 as Il
1

for some t > . Then we take such a sequence {fn} as in Lemma 2,

satisfying lit C for some positive constant C independent of n. Then we

have

(Ro(n O)f,)(x), f (x)) dx Ro (n O) fn []-t fn lit

Ro (n i 0)II,_, f II c Ro (n i 0) II,,_ o, n ,
which is a contradiction to (1). Q.E.D.

2. Proof of Lemma 2. In this section we construct the sequence {fn} in

Lemma 2.
The matrix has the eigenvalue 1 in view of the anti-commutation

property of and ft. Let g be a unit eigenvector of the matrix correspond-
ing to the eigenvalue 1 and p(s) be a real valued even function on R such
thatp C and

p(s) 0, p(0) 1, supp[p] = [-- 1, 1].
and put

[1
Then ,we define fn(x)by the inverse Fourier transform of qn()g (n
2,3,’’ "), i.e.,

()g ],() (2) -/z e-Xr (x)dx
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which are in [Co (Rg)] 4. Simple calculation yields

112o- 4rr p(- n + v/1 -t- r) dr

4r p(s- n) s_ ds <- const. (n 2,3,’")Is 1

and

_< const.
In the same way we obtain

( lO I) q&()II0 <- const.

and

(n 2,3,. .),

(1 A)p,(e) Iio const. (n 2,3,...)
for each integer k. Thus, the sequence {fn} is a bounded sequence in X for
each t > 0.

Now let us prove (1). Let

1(i ]i/i:i
Then it follows (from Lemma 3.10 in [7]) that

1

1

]l/ll/z
for any non-real z, where denotes the inner product in
[L(R3)I 4. Noticing that fn(e) are functions of ] only and

fig g, gl- 1, ,a, dS- O,
I=1

we have
(Ro (z) ., 7.)

(2) 2
+- + ++ +

o.(r)Ir dr
s1 (1 + 1 (1-- }P(s--n) v/s_l=2rr {s--z s+z

Making z--* n_ i 0 in (2), we obtain by means of Privalov’s theorem on
Cauchy’s integral

p(o)( (Ro (n + O) f,,) (x) f,, (x)) dx + 2rri 1 + n 1
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(3) f_ll( 1 ) s+n
+27rp.v. - 1 + p(s) dss+n (s+n)2_ 1

where

f_l 1 (27r is+2n 1--
1 s+n

s + n] p(s) ds,
(s + n)- 1

"p.v." means the principal value. Putting

w s 1+ v/s- 1
we have

(4)

Noting that

P (s)
(3) + 27ei w(n) p(O) + 2ze w(n) p.v. ds

S

+ 27r {w(s + n) w(n))p(s) ds

f_ 1( 1 )V +S+nn)27r 1 ds.
s + 2n s + n 1

w(n)--* 1, as n--
w(s + n) w(n) I. 0 (Isl < 1]--*0 as

and letting n-- oo in (4), we have

lim f ((Ro(n +_ i O)f,)(x), f, (x) ) dx

p(s)2ip(0) + 2 p.v. ds 2i
S

since p(s) is an even function on R satisfying p(0) 1. Q.E. D
Finally, we note that there is a recent work by C. Pladdy, Y. Saito and

T. Umeda on the asymptoic behavior of the resolvent of Dirac operators (C.
Pladdy, Y. Saito and T. Umeda [2]).
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